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Graphic Standards

What and Why?
 Graphic Standards are guidelines followed when making:

• Flyers, newsletters, and training material (like this slideshow)

 They give a sense of unity and professionalism to our work.

 And allow work to be easily identified as part of Key Club.  
• Examples of Key Club Graphic Standards are:
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Logos

Graphic Standards

 Rules for use:
• Must be placed on a neutral 

background color.

• 0.5 inch isolation all around.

• On anything smaller than a 
banner, do not exceed 1.5in 
and 5in respectively. 

Max size: 1.5” 

Max size: 5.0” 
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CNH and The Pencil

Graphic Standards

 Other items to add to publications:

 The pencil should be used on the front of all Key Club 
publications and on a regular 8.5”x11” paper should be no 
larger than 0.5” in height. 

 The CNH logo follows the same rules as the Key Club 
Logo with a maximum of 1.5” size and 0.5” isolation.
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Official Key Club font!

Graphic Standards

•There are two main fonts
•Century Gothic: Primary  font, Headings 14pt and 44pt for headings
•Goudy Old Style: Text, 9.5pt

•13 point spacing between each line
•Accent fonts

•Personalize your publication
•Goudy Stout, Juicy, Tempus Sans, & Viner Hand ITC
•Feel free to download fonts for accents!

Use Arial 

Font for 

Websites
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Key Club colors!

Graphic Standards
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What are Newsletters?

Newsletters

•Newsletters help distribute information to all your 
Division
•It provides graphics to promote Divisional involvement
•Newsletters are made using Key Club's Graphic Standard
•Newsletters can be utilized to promote community service 
projects or other events.
•By distributing a newsletter you are able to keep an active 
Division.
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Graphic Standards & Newsletters

Newsletters

•Newsletters are official Key Club documents
•By using GS on newsletters you're giving instant 
identification.
•Newsletters should observe all official fonts, colors & etc as 
stated in GS
•Using GS makes your newsletter as official as possible.
•Newsletter standards can be subjective but within limit.
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How about the length?

Newsletters

• The newsletter should be long enough to cover the 
important information, but short enough to keep the reader’s 
attention.

• The purpose of the newsletter is to educate members about 
upcoming divisional, regional, district, or international news 
or events. 

• Include shout-outs and/or a short blurb from yourself to 
make it more personalized! 
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Newsletters

What type of pictures do I use?!
• Pictures you use should capture the essence of Key Club.

• Pictures should be: energetic, happy, and diverse. The 
audience should be able to recognize Key Club’s 4 core 
values in your pictures (leadership, character building, 
caring, and inclusiveness) 

• The pictures should be of Key Clubbers in action at a 
Key Club function. 

• Use clip art! 
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Go For It!

Questions?

Comments?

Concerns?

Christina Tran, Division 2 
Nivi Balu, Division 44 North

James Cabreros, Division 24/29 
Polly Huang, Division 4 East

Cheyenne Nation, Division 13 South 


